Software development is an iterative process which includes a set of development steps that transform the initial high level specification of the system into its final, fully specified, implementation [11]. The modeling formalisms used in this refinement process depend on the properties of the system that are of interest. This report discusses the theoretical foundations that allow Incomplete Büchi Automata (IBAs) to be used in the iterative development of a sequential system. Section 1 describes the IBA modeling formalism and its properties. Section 2 specifies the semantic of LTL formulae over IBAs. Section 3 describes the model checking algorithm for IBA and proofs its correctness. Section 4 describes the constraint computation algorithm. Finally, section 5 describes the replacement checking procedure and its properties.
1 Modeling and refinining Incomplete Büchi Automata Section 1.1 describes Incomplete Finite State Automata (IFSA) and Incomplete Büchi Automata (IBAs) which extend classical Finite State Automata and Büchi Automata with black box states. Section 1.2 describes how these two modeling formalisms can be used in the refinement process, i.e., how the initial, incomplete, high level specification can be iteratively refined.
Modeling incomplete systems

Incomplete Finite State Automata
Incomplete FSAs (IFSAs) are a state based modeling formalism that extends FSAs by partitioning the set of the states Q in two sets: the set of regular states R and the set of black box states B 1 . Regular states correspond to classical automata states, while black box states are placeholders for configurations in which the behavior of the system is currently unspecified. Black box states will be later replaced by other automata, other IFSAs. In the rest of this report black box states are often abbreviated as black boxes or boxes.
Definition 1.1 (Incomplete Finite State Automaton).
Given a finite set of atomic propositions AP , a non-deterministic Incomplete FSAs (IFSA) M is a tuple Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F , where: a) Σ = 2 AP is the finite alphabet; b) R is the finite set of regular states; c) B is the finite set of box states; d) Q is the finite set of states such that Q = B ∪ R and B ∩ R = ∅; e) ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q is the transition relation; f) Q 0 ⊆ Q is the set of initial states; g) F ⊆ Q is the set of final states.
Graphically, boxes are filled with black, initial states are marked by an incoming arrow, and final states are double circled. Note that the transition relation allows the definition of transitions that connect states of Q irrespective of their type. An example of IFSA defined over the set of propositions AP = {start, f ail, ok, success, abort} is shown in Figure 1 . This automaton is a well known example of incompleteness in the context of software development and has been presented in [1] . Q = {q 1 , send 1 , send 2 , q 2 , q 3 }, Q 0 = {q 1 }, F = {q 2 , q 3 } and B = {send 1 , send 2 } are the set of the states, of the initial states, of the final states and of the boxes, respectively. Informally, a run ρ * is definitely accepting if and only if ends in a final state of M and all the states of the run are regular, it is possibly accepting if and only if it ends in a final state of M and there exists at least a state of the run which is a box, it is not accepting otherwise. Note that possibly accepted words describe possible behaviors. For example, the word {start}. {send}.{ok} is possibly accepted by the automaton presented in Figure 1 since no definitely accepting run exists, while there exists a possibly accepting run described by the function ρ * , such that ρ * (0) = q 1 , ρ * (1) = send 1 , ρ * (2) = send 1 and ρ * (3) = q 3 . Given an IFSA M it is possible to define its completion M c as the FSA obtained by removing its boxes and their incoming and outgoing transitions. Proof. To prove Lemma 1.1 it is necessary to demonstrate that a word is recognized by the completion if and only if it belongs to the definitely accepted language of M, i.e., v ∈ L * (M) ⇔ v ∈ L * (M c ). (⇒) Each word v accepted by M is associated with an accepting run ρ * which contains only regular states. Since M c contains all the regular states of M and the same transitions between these states, it is possible to simulate the run ρ * of M on the automaton M c . Furthermore, the regular and final states of M are also final for the automaton M c . This implies that v is definitely accepted by M c .
(⇐) is proved by contradiction. Imagine that there exists a word v in L * (M c ) which is not in L * (M). This implies that there exists a run ρ * in M c which does not correspond to a run ρ * in M. Given one of the states ρ * (i) it can be associated to the corresponding state of M. Given two states ρ * (i) and ρ * (i + 1) of the run and the transition (ρ * (i), a, ρ * (i + 1)) ∈ ∆ c , it is possible to "simulate" the transition by performing the corresponding transition of M since ∆ c ⊆ ∆. Furthermore, every final state of M c is also final for M. This implies that v is also accepted by M, and therefore v is in the language L * (M) contradicting the hypothesis.
The size |M| of an IFSA M is the sum of the cardinality of the set of its states and the cardinality of the set of its transitions.
Definition 1.7 (Size of an IFSA).
The size |M| of an IFSA M = Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F is equal to |Q| + |∆|.
Incomplete Büchi Automata
Software systems are usually not designed to stop during their execution, thus infinite models of computation are usually considered. Büchi Automata (BAs) are one of the most used infinite models of computation. This section introduces Incomplete BAs (IBAs) an extended version of BAs that support incompleteness.
Definition 1.8 (Incomplete Büchi Automata).
A non-deterministic Incomplete Büchi Automaton (IBA) is an IFSA Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F , where the set of final states F of the IFSA is used to define the acceptance condition for infinite words (also called ω-words). The set F identifies the accepting states of the IBA.
Given an ω-word v = v 0 v 1 v 2 . . . a run defines an execution of the IBA (sequence of states). Definition 1.9 (IBA run). Given a set of atomic propositions AP , an IFSA M = Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F , such that Σ = 2 AP , a set of atomic propositions AP , such that AP ⊆ AP and Σ = 2 AP , and a word v ∈ Σ ω , a run ρ ω : {0, 1, 2, . . .} → Q over v is defined for an IBA as follows: a) ρ ω (0) ∈ Q 0 ; b) for all i ≥ 0, (ρ ω (i), v i , ρ ω (i + 1)) ∈ ∆ or ρ ω (i) ∈ B and ρ ω (i) = ρ ω (i + 1).
Informally, a character v i of the word v can be recognized by a transition of the IBA, changing the state of the automaton from ρ ω (i) to ρ ω (i + 1), or it can be recognized by a transition of the IBA that will replace the box ρ ω (i) ∈ B. In the latter, the state ρ ω (i + 1) of the automaton after the recognition of v i corresponds to ρ ω (i), since the control remains to the automaton which will replace the box ρ ω (i). For example, the infinite word {start}.{send}.{ok}.{success} ω can be associated with the run ρ ω (0) = q 1 , ρ ω (1) = send 1 and ρ ω (2) = send 1 and ∀i ≥ 3, ρ ω (i) = q 3 of the automaton described in Figure 1 when it is interpreted as an IBA. The character send is recognized by the box send 1 .
Let inf (ρ ω ) be the set of states that appear infinitely often in the run ρ ω . Informally, a run is definitely accepting if some accepting states appear in ρ ω infinitely often and all states of the run are regular states, it is possibly accepting if some accepting states appear in ρ ω infinitely often and there is at least one state in the run that is a box, not accepting otherwise. As for IFSA, possibly accepted words describe possible behaviors. For example, the automaton described in Figure 1 (when it is interpreted as an IBA) possibly accepts the infinite word {start}.{send}.{ok}.{success} ω since a definitely accepting run does not exist but there exists a run which is possibly accepting. The language L ω (M) can be defined by considering the BA M c obtained from M by removing its boxes and their incoming and outgoing transitions.
Definition 1.13 (Completion of an IBA).
Given an IBA M = Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F the completion of M is the BA M c = Σ, R, ∆ c , Q 0 ∩ R, F ∩ R , such as ∆ c = {(s, a, s ) | (s, a, s ) ∈ ∆ and s ∈ R and s ∈ R}.
As for IFSA, it is possible to prove that the completion of an IBA recognizes its definitely accepted language. Proof. The proof of Lemma 1.2 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.1 and requires to demonstrate that v ∈ L ω (M) ⇔ v ∈ L ω (M c ). (⇒) Each word v definitely accepted by M is associated to a definitely accepting run ρ ω which only contains regular states. Since M c contains all the regular states of M and the same transitions between these states, it is possible to simulate the run ρ ω of M on the automaton M c . Furthermore, the regular and accepting states of M are also accepting for the automaton M c . This implies that v is also accepted by M c .
(⇐) is proved by contradiction. Imagine that there exists a word v in L ω (M c ) which is not in L ω (M). This implies that there exists a run ρ ω in M c which does not correspond to a run ρ ω in M. Consider the run ρ ω , each state ρ ω (i) can be associated to the corresponding state of M. Given two states ρ ω (i) and ρ ω (i + 1) of the run and the transition (ρ ω (i), a, ρ ω (i + 1)) ∈ ∆ c it is possible to "simulate" the transition by performing the corresponding transition of M since ∆ c ⊆ ∆. Furthermore, every accepting state of M c is also accepting for M. This implies that v is also accepted by M, and therefore v is in the language L ω (M), which violates the hypothesis.
The size |M| of an IBA M is the sum of the cardinality of the set of its states and the set of its transitions. Definition 1.14 (Size of an IBA). The size |M| of an IBA M = Σ, R, B, Q, ∆, Q 0 , F is |Q|+|∆|.
Refining incomplete models
The development activity is an iterative and incremental process through which the initial high level specification M is iteratively refined. After having designed the initial high level specification M, the modeling activity proceeds through a set of refinement rounds RR. At each refinement round r ∈ RR, a box b of M is refined. We use the term refinement to capture the notion of model elaboration, i.e., the model N is a refinement M if it is obtained from M by adding knowledge about the behavior of the system inside one of its boxes. We call replacement the sub-automaton which specifies the behavior of the system inside a specific box.
Refining Incomplete Büchi Automata
The refinement relation allows the iterative concretization of the model of the system by replacing boxes with other IBAs. These IBAs are called replacements. The definition of the refinement relation has been inspired from [8] .
there exists some refinement relation ∈ Q M × Q N , such that:
one of the following is satisfied:
• q M ∈ B M and there exists q N ∈ Q N such that (q M , q N ) ∈ and (q N , a, q N ) ∈ ∆ N and (q M , q N ) ∈ ; 9. for all (q M , q N ) ∈ and ∀a ∈ Σ N , if (q N , a, q N ) ∈ ∆ N one of the following holds:
The idea behind the refinement relation is that every definite behavior of M must be preserved in its refinement N , and every behavior of N must correspond to a behavior of M.
Condition 1 imposes that each regular state of M is associated with exactly one regular state of the refinement N . When q M is a box several states (or none) of N can be associated with q M . Condition 2 imposes that each state (regular or black box) of the refinement N is associated with exactly one state of the model M. Condition 3 specifies that any initial state of the refinement N is associated with an initial state of the model M. Condition 4 guarantees that any box in the refinement N is associated with a box of the model M, i.e., it is not possible to refine a regular state into a box. Condition 5 specifies that each accepting state of N corresponds with an accepting state of M. Condition 6 forces each initial and regular state of the model M to be associated with an initial and regular state N . Condition 7 specifies that each accepting and regular state of M is associated with an accepting and regular state of N . Finally, conditions 8 and 9 constrain the transition relation. Given a state q M in M and a corresponding state q N of the refined automaton N , condition 8 specifies that for each transition (q M , a, q M ) either there exists a state q N that follows q N through a transition labeled with a, or the state q M is a box and another transition (q N , a, q N ) that exits the state q N of the replacement of the box q M is associated with the transition (q M , a, q M ) 2 . Condition 9 guarantees that each transition (q N , a, q N ) in the refinement N must be associated with a transition (q M , a, q M ) of M or it is a transition performed inside box q M , i.e., q M ∈ B M .
Consider for example the automaton M presented in Figure 1 and the automaton N of Figure 2, M N , through the relation = {(q 1 , q 1 ), (send 1 , q 4 ), (send 1 , q 5 ), (send 1 , q 6 ), (send 1 , q 7 ), (send 1 , q 8 ), (send 2 , q 9 ), (send 2 , q 10 ), (send 2 , q 11 ), (send 2 , q 12 ), (send 2 , q 13 ), (q 2 , q 2 ), (q 3 , q 3 )}. The automaton N presented in Figure 2 is also an implementation of the automaton M described in Figure 1 .
It is important to notice that the refinement relation preserves the language containment relation, i.e., a possibly accepted word of M can be definitely accepted, possibly accepted or not accepted in the refinement, but every definitely accepted and not accepted word remains accepted or not accepted in N . Proof. We prove that there exists a relation M M between the states of M and its refinement M that satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 1. 15 . More precisely, the relation M M , such that for all q ∈ Q M , (q, q) ∈ M M , satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.15 , since the states and transitions of M are the same states and transitions of its refinement M. Let us consider the relation M O such that ((q, q ) ∈ M N and (q , q ) ∈ N O ) ⇔ (q, q ) ∈ M O . We prove that M O satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 1. 15 . Condition 1. Every regular state of M must also be contained in its refinement O. Since M N , each regular state q M must also be contained in N , i.e., it must exists a regular state q N such that (q M , q N ) ∈ M N . Since N O each regular state q N must also be contained in O, i.e., it must exists a regular state 
and a transition (q M , a, q M ) ∈ ∆ M , we have to prove that it exists a q O that satisfies the conditions specified by the condition 8. Since M N it exists a q N such that (q M , q N ) ∈ M N and a q N , such that (q M , q N ) ∈ M N , and q N satisfies one of the statements specified in Definition 1.15 condition 8.
• Assume that the first statement of condition 8 is satisfied, i.e., (q N , a, q N ) ∈ ∆ N . Since N O, it must exists a q O and a q O such that (q N , q O ) ∈ N O , (q N , q O ) ∈ N O and one of the statements specified in Definition 1.15 condition 8 is satisfied.
Since q N is a box by condition 4 also q M is a box and
• Assume that the second statement of condition 8 is satisfied, i.e., q M ∈ B M and there exists a q N such that 
one of the statements specified in condition 9 is satisfied. Since N O, it must exists a (q N , q O ) ∈ N O such that one of the two statements specified in condition 9 is satisfied. Let first consider the case in which the first statement is satisfied. Then, it must exists a state q N , such that (q N , q O ) ∈ N O and (q N , a, q N ) ∈ ∆ N . Since M N , it must exists a (q M , q N ) ∈ M N that satisfies one of the two statements specified in condition 9.
• If it exists a state q M such that
, which satisfies the first statement of condition 9.
•
Let us then consider the case in which the second statement is satisfied. Then, it must exist a box q N , such that (q N , q O ) ∈ N O . Similarly it may also exists a q M , which is a box, such that
Given an IBA M and one of its refinements N , for all v ω ∈ Σ ω : 
p (M) which contradict our hypothesis.
Replacements
Consider an IBA M. At each refinement round i ∈ RR, the developer designs a replacement R 3 for one of the boxes b ∈ B Mi of M i , where M i is the refinement of the automaton M before the refinement round i.
and q ∈ Q T } are its incoming and outgoing transitions, respectively. R must satisfy the following conditions:
Informally, T is the IBA to be substituted to the box b, ∆ inR and ∆ outR specify how the replacement is connected to the states of M. Consider for example the replacement R send1 described in Figure 3 which refers to the box send 1 of the model M described in Figure 1 (the replacement assumes that send 1 is bot initial and accepting). The automaton M send1 is defined over the set of atomic propositions AP send1 = {start, booting, ready, send, wait, timeout, ack, f ail, ok}. The states q 14 , q 15 and q 17 are the initial, accepting and a box of the replacement, respectively. Note that the initial/accepting states must be initial/accepting for the whole system, i.e., not only in the scope of the considered replacement. Furthermore, the destination/source of an incoming/outgoing transition is not considered as initial/accepting if they are not initial/accepting for M send1 . As for IBAs we define the completion of a replacement R c as the replacement where the corresponding automaton is discharged from its boxes and their incoming and outgoing transitions.
When a replacement is considered four different types of runs can be identified:
• finite internal runs: are the runs which start from an initial state that is internal to the replacement and reach an outgoing transition of the replacement;
• infinite internal runs: are the runs that start from an initial state that is internal to the replacement and infinitely enter an internal accepting state without leaving the replacement;
• finite external runs: are the runs that start from an incoming transition of the replacement and reach an outgoing transition of the replacement, i.e., they are finite paths that cross the component;
• infinite external runs: are the runs that start from an incoming transition of the replacement and reach an accepting state which is internal to the replacement it-self without leaving the replacement.
We identify as Q 0inR = {q ∈ Q M such that there exist q ∈ Q T and an a ∈ Σ M and (q, a, q ) ∈ ∆ inR } and Q 0outR = {q ∈ Q T such that there exist q ∈ Q T and an a ∈ Σ M and (q , a, q) ∈ ∆ inR } the set of the states that are sources and destinations of incoming transitions, respectively. We indicate with F inR = {q ∈ Q T such that there exist q ∈ Q M and an a ∈ Σ M and (q, a, q ) ∈ ∆ outR } and with F outR = {q ∈ Q M such that there exist q ∈ Q T and an a ∈ Σ M and (q , a, q) ∈ ∆ outR } the set of the states that are sources and destinations of outgoing transitions.
Infinite internal runs, finite internal runs, infinite external runs and finite external runs can then formally defined as in the following.
A finite internal run is associated to the IFSA corresponding to the replacement where the initial states include only the internal initial states of the replacement and the final states are the destinations of its outgoing transitions. For example, the run ρ
, is a finite internal run of the replacement presented in Figure 3 .
An infinite internal run refers to the IBA obtained from the automaton T where the initial and accepting states include only the initial and accepting states of the automaton associated with the replacement. For example, the infinite internal run ρ iω send1 ({ready}.{wait} ω ) is a function such that ρ iω send1 (0) = q 14 , and ∀i > 1, ρ iω send1 (i) = q 15 .
A finite external run refers to the IFSA obtained from the automaton T where the initial and accepting states include only the sources and the destinations of the incoming and outgoing transitions, respectively. For example, the finite external run ρ 
An infinite external run refers to the IBA obtained from the automaton T where the initial states include the source states of the incoming transitions and the accepting states contains only the accepting states of T . For example, the infinite external run ρ eω send1 ({start}.{wait} ω ) is a function such that ρ eω send1 (0) = q 1 and ∀i ≥ 1, ρ eω send1 (i) = q 15 . Given the four types of runs previously described, which are defined over IFSA and IBA, it is possible to distinguish between the three types of finite/infinite runs described in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2: definitely accepting, possibly accepting and not accepting. For example, the replacement presented in Figure 3 contains two types of definitely accepting infinite runs. The infinite internal runs involve the states q 14 and q 15 , i.e., they recognize all the words in the form {booting} * .{ready}.{wait} ω . The infinite external runs involve the states q 1 and q 15 and recognize all the words in the form {start}.{wait} ω . Furthermore, the replacement contains two types of possibly accepting finite runs. The finite internal possibly accepting runs includes all the runs which involve the states q 14 , q 15 , q 16 , q 17 and q 18 or q 19 , respectively. The finite external possibly accepting runs includes all the runs which involve the states q 1 , q 15 , q 16 , q 17 and q 18 or q 19 , respectively.
Let us now discuss the language recognized by a replacement. The replacement R internally definitely accepts the finite word v ∈ Σ * if and only if there exists an internal finite definitely accepting run of R on v. The language of the finite words internally definitely accepted by the replacement R is indicated as L i * (R). The replacement R externally definitely accepts the finite word v ∈ Σ * if and only if there exists an external finite definitely accepting run of R on v. The language of the finite words externally definitely accepted by the replacement R is indicated as 
, F M1R of M that satisfies the following conditions:
Definition 1 
Theorem 1.2 (Refinement Preservation). Given a model
inR , ∆ outR which refers to one of its boxes b, M M 1 R.
Proof.
To prove that M M 1 R we must define a refinement relation which satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 1. 15 .
The set of initial states Q 
Proof. It is sufficient to construct a relation M1R,M1R between the states of M 1 R and the states of M 1 R that satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 1. 15 . Let's consider the relation M1M between the states of M constructed as specified in Lemma 1.3 , and the relation R1R between the states the automaton T of the replacement R and the automaton T of the automaton R which must exist by Definition 1. 23 . We prove that the relation M1R,M1R , such that M1R,M1R = M1M ∪ T 1T \ {(b, b)} satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 1.15 implying that M 1 R M 1 R b . The conditions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are satisfied by construction of the relations M1M and T 1T . We need to prove that also conditions 8 and 9 are satisfied. Each transition (q M , a, q M ) ∈ ∆ M , whose source or destination is not the box b, satisfies the first statements of the conditions 8 and 9 since the transition is also present in refinement. Similarly, each transition (q T , a, q T ) ∈ ∆ T satisfies the first statements of the conditions 8 and 9 since R R and as a consequence T T . Let's finally consider each transition (q M , a, q M ) ∈ ∆ inR , conditions 2 and 4 of Definition 1.23 imply the satisfaction of conditions 8 and 9 of Definition 1. 15 . Similarly for each transition (q M , a, q M ) ∈ ∆ outR conditions 3 and 5 of Definition 1.23 imply the satisfaction of conditions 8 and 9 of Definition 1. 15 . Thus, M 1 R M 1 R .
Theorem 1.4 (Sequential composition preserves the refinement relation).
Given two IBAs M and K and two replacements R and R for the black box state b of M,
It follows from the fact that the refinement relation is transitive and by the plugging principle for refinement. For the plugging principle (Theorem 1.3 
Modeling the claim
When a system is incomplete a different semantic for the formulae of interest, such as a three-valued semantic, can be considered. Given a formula φ (expressed in some logic) and an IBA M three truth values can be associated to the satisfaction of formula φ in model M: true, false and unknown (maybe). Whenever a formula φ is true or false its satisfaction does not depend on the incomplete parts present in the model M. We say that φ is definitely satisfied and not satisfied, respectively. In the fist case, all the behaviors of the system (including the one that the system may exhibit) satisfy the formula φ. In the second case, there exists a behavior of M, which does not depend on the incomplete parts which violates φ. In the third case the satisfaction of φ depends on the incomplete parts, i.e., φ is possibly satisfied. The three-valued semantic of Linear Time Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae specifies when LTL formulae are definitely satisfied, possibly satisfied or not satisfied by the IBA M.
Three value Linear Time Temporal Logic semantic
Given an LTL formula φ and an IBA M the semantic function M φ associates to M and φ one of the true values true (T ), false (F ) and unknown (?). Whenever a formula is true, it is true in all the implementations of M, i.e., it does not exists any replacement of the boxes that makes φ violated. If the formula is false, there exists a behavior of M, which does not depend on how the system is refined which violates the property of interest. Thus, all the implementations of M will make φ not satisfied. In the third case the satisfaction of φ depends on the replacements of the boxes of M. This type of three value semantic is also known in literature as inductive semantic [10] and is different from the thorough semantic defined in [2] . Definition 2.1 (Three value LTL semantic over IBA). Given an IBA M and the LTL formula φ:
A formula φ is true in the model M if and only if every word v that is in the language definitely accepted or possibly accepted by the automaton satisfies the claim φ (Definition 2.1, condition 1). A formula φ is false in the model M if and only if there exists word v that is in the language definitely accepted by the IBA that does not satisfy the claim φ (Definition 2.1, condition 2). A formula φ is possibly satisfied in the model M if and only if there exists word u that is in the language possibly accepted by the IBA that does not satisfy the claim φ, but all the words v in the language definitely accepted by M satisfy the formula φ (Definition 2.1, condition 3). For example, the property φ = (send → success) is possibly satisfied by the model described in Figure 1 since there exists a word {start}.{send}.{f ail}.{f ail}.{abort} ω in the possible accepted language which does not satisfy the formula and there are no words in the definitely accepted language.
Theorem 2.1 (Refinement preservation of LTL properties).
Given an IBA M and its refinement N , such that M N , Then:
Proof. Let us first consider condition 1. The proof is done by contradiction. Assume that
This condition makes the condition 1 of the Definition 2.1 not satisfied, i.e., it exists a word that definitely satisfies φ and is possibly recognized or recognized by M, and the hypothesis
, v must be in the possibly recognized language of M. Again, this condition makes the condition 1 of the Definition 2.1 not satisfied, i.e., it exists a word that satisfies φ and is possibly recognized by M and thus the hypothesis M φ = T is contradicted. Let us now consider condition 2. Since M φ = F from Definition 2.1 condition 2 it must exists a word v ∈ L ω (M) that does not satisfy φ. By Definition 1.1 condition 1 v ∈ L ω (N ). By Theorem 2.1 condition 2 we can conclude that N φ = F .
Three value Büchi Automata semantic
Given a BA A φ and an IBA M which describes the model of the system, the semantic function M A φ associates to the model M and the property A φ one of true values true T , false F and unknown ? depending on whether the model definitely satisfies, possibly satisfies or does not satisfy the claim specified by the BA A φ . Definition 2.2 (Three value BA semantic). Given and Incomplete BAs M and a BA A φ which specifies the definitely accepted behaviors of M,
Informally, a model M definitely satisfies the claim expressed as a BA A φ if and only if Condition 1 is satisfied, i.e., all the behaviors of the model of the system, including possible behaviors, are contained in the set of behaviors allowed by the property. Condition 2 specifies that a model M does not satisfy the claim expressed as a BA A φ if and only if there exists a behavior of the model which is not allowed by the property. Finally, a model M possibly satisfies the claim expressed as a BA A φ if and only if the condition 3 is satisfied, i.e., all the definitely accepting behaviors of the model of the system are contained into the set of behaviors allowed by the property, but there exists a possible behavior which is not contained into the set of behaviors allowed by the property. Proof. The proof follows from the fact that the automaton A φ contains all the words that satisfy the claim φ. Thus, asking for language containment as done in Definition 2.2 corresponds with checking that all the words definitely accepted and possibly accepted by M satisfy the claim φ as done in Definition 2.1.
Lemma 2.1 allows to relate the satisfaction of LTL formulae with respect to BAs and it is necessary since the models and claims of interest must have compatible semantics [3] .
Checking Incomplete Büchi Automata
The core of the envisaged development process is the development-analysis cycle. During the development designers refine an incomplete model M which describes the system up to some level of abstraction. At each development step, they produce a new replacement (increment) which describes the behavior of the system inside one of its black box states, leading to a new refined model N , which may in turn contain incompleteness. When an increment is ready, developers analyze the properties of the refined model N . If the model satisfies the designer's expectation, the development-analysis cycle is repeated, i.e., the development of the new increment is started.
The verification of incomplete models offers three major benefits: a) instead of forcing the verification procedure to be performed at the end of the development process, it allows the system to be checked at the early stages of the design; b) complex parts of the design can be encapsulated into unspecified (incomplete) parts (abstraction); c) the location of design errors can be identified by sequentially narrowing portions of the system into incomplete parts.
Given an IBA M and a LTL formula φ, the incomplete model checking problem verifies whether the model definitely satisfies, possibly satisfies or does not satisfy property φ, i.e., M φ is equal to true (T ), false (F ) or maybe (?). Given a LTL formula φ, it is possible to transform the formula into a corresponding BA A φ and check M A φ . Since BAs are closed under intersection and complementation, it is possible to transform ¬φ into the corresponding automaton A ¬φ and to reformulate the Conditions 1, 2 and 3 of Definition 2.2 as:
However, to check these conditions, it is necessary to redefine the behavior of the intersection operator (∩) over an IBA and a BA.
The intersection automaton
This section describes how the intersection between an IBA and a BA is computed. To exemplify the intersection between an IBA and a BA we will consider the model M presented in Figure 4a and the automaton corresponding to the negation of the LTL claim φ = (send → (success)) represented in Figure 4b . 
is the set of states;
corresponds to the set of transitions ( q i , q j , x , a, q m , q n , y ) where q i = q m and q i ∈ B M and (q j , a, q n ) ∈ ∆ A ¬φ . Moreover, each transition in ∆ I must satisfy the following conditions:
-if x = 0 and q m ∈ F M , then y = 1;
-if x = 1 and q n ∈ F A ¬φ , then y = 2;
-if x = 2, then y = 0; -otherwise, y = x;
is the set of initial states;
is the set of accepting states.
The intersection I between the model M, depicted in Figure 4a , and the BA A ¬φ of Figure 4b , that corresponds to the negation of the property φ, is the BA described in Figure 5 . The portions of the state space that contain mixed states associated with the black box states of the model send 1 and send 2 are surrounded by a dashed-dotted frame. The alphabet Σ I includes all the propositions of the alphabets of M and A ¬φ . The set Q I is composed by the states obtained combining states of the automaton associated with the negation of the property A ¬φ with regular states and boxes of the model M. As in the classical intersection algorithm for BAs [3] , the labels 0, 1 and 2 indicate that no accepting state is entered, at least one accepting state of M is entered, and at least one accepting state of M and one accepting state of A ¬φ are entered, respectively. We define M I = B M × R A ¬φ × {0, 1, 2} as the set of mixed states (graphically indicated in Figure 5 with a stipple border), and P R I = R M × R A ¬φ × {0, 1, 2} as the set of purely regular states. For example, state 1 is obtained by combining the state q 1 of M and p 1 of A ¬φ . This state is initial and purely regular since both q 1 and p 1 are initials and regulars. Conversely, state 2 is mixed, since it is obtained by combining the box send 1 of M and the regular state p 1 of A ¬φ .
The transitions in ∆ are, instead, obtained when a transition of A ¬φ synchronizes with a transition in the replacement of a box of M. For example, the transition from 2 to 6 is performed when A ¬φ moves from p 1 to p 2 and the automaton M performs a transition in the replacement of the box send 1 .
The language recognized by I is the intersection of the language possibly recognized and recognized by M and the language recognized by A ¬φ . For example, the word {start}.{send}.{f ail}.{f ail}.
{abort} ω is possibly recognized by M and is recognized by A ¬φ . Indeed, the system may fire the start transition, then perform a transition in the refinement of the state send 1 which satisfies the condition (send) ∧ (¬success), then perform the two f ail transitions and finally perform the transition labeled with abort an infinite number of times. 
, it must exists an accepting run ρ ω in the intersection automaton which recognizes v. Since, by Definition 3.1, I is a BA, for all i > 0 ρ ω (i) and ρ
In the first case, v i is recognized by a transition of the model, in the second case, it is recognized by a box. This condition must hold ∀i ≥ 0. Furthermore, since ρ ω is accepting, an accepting state of the model must be entered infinitely often.
The same idea can be applied with respect to the automaton A ¬φ , which implies that
is not recognized by L(I), i.e., for every possible accepting run ρ ω it must exists a character
of the model and of the claim, respectively. To make (ρ
, contradicting the hypothesis.
Given an infinite run ρ ω of I associated with the infinite word v ∈ L(I), we may want to identify the portions of the word v recognized by each box b ∈ B M . Note that, these portions may include both finite words (i.e., finite portions of the words that are recognized inside the boxes) or infinite words (i.e., suffixes of words recognized inside accepting boxes). 
ω ) if and only if given two indexes i, j such that 0 ≤ i < j < ∞, for all 0 ≤ k < j − i the following conditions must be satisfied:
Condition 1 specifies that ν * contains only the portion of the word of interest, i.e., the portion of the word recognized by the box. Condition 2 specifies that the state ρ ω (i + k) of the run must corresponds to the tuple b, p, x where b is the box of interest. Condition 3 specifies that the transition that recognizes the character v i+k must be in ∆ p i , i.e., it is obtained by firing a transition of the claim when the system is inside the box b. Condition 4 forces the word to be of maximal length, i.e., the transition (ρ ω (j), v j , ρ ω (j + 1)) of the run ρ ω must be a transition that forces the model to leave the box b. The corresponding character v j is added as a suffix ν out of the word ν. Similarly, condition 5 forces the transition that precedes the set of transitions which recognize ν to be a transition that enters the box b (excluding the case in which i = 0, i.e., the initial state of the run ρ ω (0) is mixed, in which ν init = 4 ). The character v i−1 which labels the transition must be used as a prefix ν init of ν.
Let us consider the intersection automaton I presented in Figure 5 , the word v ={start}. {send}.{f ai} ω , and the corresponding run ρ ω = 1 2 6 8 ( 9 10 11 ) ω . The finite abstraction of the run associated with the state send 1 is the function α * send1 (v, ρ ω ) ={start}.{send}.{f ail}. 
The finite abstraction of the intersection automaton contains the finite abstraction of the runs associated to every possible word in L ω (I). 
Condition 1 specifies that ν ω contains only the portion of the word of interest, i.e., the portion of the word recognized by the box b. Condition 2 specifies that the state ρ ω (i + k) of the run must corresponds to the tuple b, p, x where b is the box of interest. Condition 3 specifies that the transition that recognizes the character v i+k must be in ∆ p i , i.e., it is obtained by firing a transition of the claim when the system is inside the box b. Condition 4 forces the transition that precedes the set of transitions which recognize ν to be a transition that enters the box b (excluding the case in which i = 0, i.e., the initial state of the run ρ ω (0) is mixed, in which ν init = ). The character v i−1 which labels the transition must be used as a prefix ν init of ν. 
Informally, the infinite abstraction of the intersection automaton contains the infinite abstractions of the runs associated to every possible word recognized by the automaton I.
The model checking procedure
The model checking procedure between an IBA M and a LTL property φ is based on the intersection between an IBA and a BA (Definition 3.1) and the completion of an IBA (Definition 1.13). Definition 3.6 (Incomplete Model Checking). Given an IBA M and a LTL formula φ associated with the Büchi automaton A φ , • Create the automaton A ¬φ (Line 2). As in the classical model checking framework, the first step is to construct the BA that contains the set of behaviors forbidden by the property φ. This step can be performed in time O(2 (|¬φ|) );
For example, the automaton A ¬φ , corresponding to the LTL property φ = G(send → F (success)), is represented in Figure 4b .
• Extract the automaton M c and build the intersection automaton I c = M c ∩ A ¬φ (Lines 3-4). The automaton M c contains all the accepting behaviors of the system. In this sense, M c is a lower bound on the set of behaviors of the system, i.e., it contains all the behaviors the system is going to exhibit at run-time. Thus, the intersection automaton I c contains the behaviors of M c that violate the property. The computation of M c can be performed in time A ¬φ ← LTL2BA(¬φ);
3:
M c ← ExtractMc(M);
4:
empty ← CheckEmptiness(I c );
if !empty then
return F;
8:
I ← M ∩ A ¬φ ;
10:
empty ← CheckEmptiness(I);
11:
if empty then For example, the automaton M c associated with the the model M described in Figure 4a contains only states q 1 , q 2 and q 3 and the transitions marked with the labels success and abort. The intersection between this automaton and the property A ¬φ described in Figure 4b contains all the behaviors of the sending message system that violate the property. Since the automaton is empty, there are no behaviors of M that violate φ.
• Check the emptiness of the intersection automaton I c (Lines 5-8). If I c is not empty, the condition L(M) ∩ L(A ¬φ ) = ∅ is matched, i.e., the property is not satisfied and every infinite word in the intersection automaton is a counterexample. If, instead, I c is empty, M possibly satisfies or definitely satisfies φ depending on the result of the next steps of the algorithm.
The intersection automaton I c of the sending message example is empty since the automaton I c does not contain any accepting state that can be entered infinitely often and is reachable from one of its initial states. Indeed, both q 2 and q 3 (the accepting states of M c ) are never reachable from q 1 in the intersection automaton. Thus, M definitely satisfies or possibly satisfies the property φ depending on the next steps of the algorithm.
• Compute the intersection I = M ∩ A ¬φ of the incomplete model M and the automaton A ¬φ associated with the property φ (Line 9). To check whether M definitely satisfies or possibly satisfies φ it is necessary to verify if
IndeedM intrinsically specifies an upper bound on the behaviors of the system, i.e., it contains all the behaviors the system must and may exhibit. The intersection algorithm presented in Section 3.1 is used to compute the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ .
The intersection automaton I of the sending message example is depicted in Figure 5 .
• Check the emptiness of the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ (Lines 10-15). By checking the emptiness of the automaton I we verify whether the property φ is definitely satisfied or possibly satisfied by the model M. Since we have already checked that L(M) ⊆ L(A ¬φ ), two cases are possible: if I is empty, L p (M) ⊆ L(A ¬φ ) and the property is definitely satisfied whatever refinement is proposed for the boxes of M, otherwise, L p (M) ⊆ L(A ¬φ ), meaning that there exists some refinement of M that violates the property.
For example, the word {start}.{send}.{f ail}.{f ail}.{abort} ω , which is a possibly accepted by M, violates φ since it corresponds to a run where a send is not followed by a success. This behavior can be generated by replacing to box send 1 a component containing runs where a message is sent and no success is obtained, and to box send 2 an empty component that neither tries to send a message nor waits for a success. 
Constraint computation
When a property φ is possibly satisfied, each word v, recognized by the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ , corresponds to a behavior B the system may exhibit that violates φ. To make φ satisfied, the developer must design the replacements R b1 , R b2 . . . R bn of the black box states b 1 , b 2 , . . . b n to forbid B from occurring. A replacement of a box is an automaton to be substituted to a box b. The goal of the constraint computation is to find the set of sub-properties, one for each box, to be satisfied by the replacements of the boxes of the model M such that the refinement N does not violate φ. Sub-properties are guidelines that help the developer in the replacement design and can be considered as a contract in a contract based design setting [5] . The constraint computation procedure is based on three subsequent steps: a) intersection cleaning; b) sub-properties generation; c) constraint identification.
Intersection cleaning
The intersection cleaning phase removes from the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ the states that are not involved in any behavior B that possibly violates the property. Indeed, these behaviors must not be included in any sub-property. Given the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ , the cleaned intersection automaton I cl is a version of the intersection automaton where the states from which it is not possible to reach an accepting state that can be entered infinitely many often are removed. V is ← {};
11:
while N xt = ∅ do 12: s ←choose(N xt);
13:
V is ← V is ∪ {s};
14:
N xt ← N xt \ {s};
15:
N xt ← N xt ∪ {s | (s , a, s) ∈ ∆ I ∧ s ∈ V is}; 16: end while 17: for s ∈ (Q I \ V is) do 18: removeState(I cl , s);
19:
end for 20: end procedure
• Q I cl = {q ∈ Q I such that there exits a possibly accepting run ρ ω and an index i ≥ 0 and ρ ω (i) = q};
• ∆ I cl = {(q, a, q ) ∈ ∆ I such that q ∈ Q I cl and q ∈ Q I cl };
The cleaned version of the intersection automaton can be obtained using Algorithm 2. The algorithm first creates a copy of the intersection automaton I which will contain I cl (Line 2). Then, the non trivial strongly connected components are computed and stored in the SCC set (Line 3). Then, the set N xt is defined (Line 4). The set next is used to store the set of states from which it is possible to reach an accepting state (which can be entered infinitely often) whose predecessors still have to be analyzed.
For each set of states that form a strongly connected component scc which is in the SCC set (Line 5), if at least an accepting state is present (Line 6), the states are added to the set N xt of the states to be visited next (Line 7). Then, the set V is is defined (Line 10). The set V is is used to store the set of the already visited states. The goal of this set is to guarantee that a state is not visited twice during the state space exploration. By exploring the state space of I the states from which it is possible to reach a state in the set N xt are identified.
The state space exploration is an iterative process that ends when the set N xt is empty (Line 11). At each exploration step, a state s ∈ N xt is selected (Line 12), added to the set of visited states (Line 13), and removed to the set N xt (Line 14). Then, all the states s , which have not already been visited and are predecessors of the state s, are added to the set N xt of the states to be analyzed next (Line 15). Finally, each state that has not been visited (Line 17) and its incoming and outgoing transitions are removed from the automaton (Line 18).
The intersection cleaning algorithm applied to the intersection automaton described in Figure 5 removes the states 4 , 5 and 7 since they are not involved in any possibly accepting run. Proof. To prove the correctness of the procedure, it is necessary to prove that the automaton I cl obtained using Algorithm 2 satisfies the conditions specified in Definition 4.1. Note that, the intersection cleaning algorithm is executed on the intersection automaton only when the property is possibly satisfied, i.e., it does not exists any definitely accepting run, but the intersection only contains possibly accepting ones. The proof is by contradiction. Assume that there exists an automaton I cl obtained using Algorithm 2 which does not satisfy Definition 4.1. Then, it must exist a state q ∈ Q I cl which is not involved in any possibly accepting run ρ ω . Imagine that such a state exists. To not be removed at the end of the cleaning algorithm it must be contained into the set V is of the visited states. To be inserted in V is it is necessary that q was inserted in the set N xt before. Two cases are possible: a) the state was included in the set N xt before the while cycle. In this case, the state was a part of a strongly connected component that contains at least an accepting state. Thus, the hypothesis is contradicted, since from that state there was at least a possible way to reach an accepting state that is entered infinitely often; b) the state is included in the set V is inside the while cycle. Then, the state is a predecessor of a state q from which it is possible to reach an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often. Thus, the hypothesis is again contradicted. 
Generation of constraints
The constraint computation algorithm identifies for each box the corresponding constraint. Each constraint C = S, S p encodes the set of behaviors the replacement of the box b cannot or should not exhibit through two sub-properties S and S p . The behaviors encoded in S and S p if present in the replacement would lead to a violation or a possible violation of the property of interest. For example, assume that the box send 1 presented in Figure 4a is accepting. If it is replaced by the automaton presented in Figure 6a , the claim (send → (success)) is violated, since the sending activity is not followed by a success. Instead, if send 1 is replaced by the automaton presented in Figure 6b , it possibly violates the claim since it needs the "cooperation" of the replacement of the box send 2 to generate a violating behavior. Indeed, checking the refinement model after the first replacement is proposed yields to a claim violation, while in the second case the claim is possibly satisfied.
To encode the behaviors of the replacement of the box b that would lead to a violation of the claim φ, it is necessary to describe the internal violating behaviors and how these behaviors garnish the model of the system. For this reason, each of the two sub-properties associated with the box b provides a) a BA P, which describes the internal violating or possibly violating behaviors of the replacement, b) the incoming ∆ inP and outgoing ∆ outP transitions, which describe how the replacement must (must not) be connected to the original model, c) a subset G of the source states of ∆ inP . These states are reachable by the system without making assumption on the behavior of the box b. d) a subset R of the source states of ∆ inP . These states are states from which an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often can be reached, i.e., a violating behavior is exhibited by the system. e) a relation K between the target states of ∆ outP and the source states of ∆ inP . This relation specifies whether allowing the system to reach a target state of a transition in ∆ outP allows reaching a source state of ∆ inP . Formally:
Definition 4.2 (Sub-property).
Given a model M defined over the set of states Q M , a sub-property S associated with the box b ∈ B M is a tuple S = P, ∆ inS , ∆ outS , G, R, K, Γ M , Γ A ¬φ , where:
• P = Σ P , Q P , ∆ P , Q 0 P , F P is a BA. P must satisfy the following conditions:
• the sets ∆ inS ⊆ {(q , a, q) | (q , a, b) ∈ ∆ M and q ∈ Q P and q ∈ Q M } and ∆ outS ⊆ {(q, a, q ) | (b, a, q ) ∈ ∆ M and q ∈ Q P and q ∈ Q M } are the incoming and outgoing transitions of the sub-property S;
• the set G ⊆ ∆ inS of the incoming transitions of the sub-property reachable without making any assumption of the behavior of the system in the box b;
• the set R ⊆ ∆ outS of the outgoing transition from which an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often is reachable without crossing state b;
• K ⊆ ∆ inS × ∆ outS specifies if from an outgoing transition of the sub-property it is possible to reach one of its incoming transitions.
• Γ M , Γ A ¬φ : K → {T, F }: the function Γ M (Γ A ¬φ ) specifies if to reach an incoming transition from an outgoing one, an accepting state of the model (claim) is traversed.
P is the BA that encodes the condition the developer must satisfy in the design of the replacement R to be substituted to the black box state b. If the box b is not initial/accepting, the automaton P can not contain initial/accepting states. The incoming ∆ inS and outgoing ∆ outS transitions specify how the behaviors encoded in the automaton P are related to the original model M. The sets G and R contain a subset of the incoming and outgoing transitions, respectively. An incoming transition δ is in G if it is not necessary to traverse the replacement of the box b for δ to be reached. Note that depending on whether sub-property S p or S is considered, the replacement of other black box states can be crossed for δ to be reached. An outgoing transition δ is in R if it is not necessary to traverse the replacement of the box b for reaching an accepting state that can be entered infinitely many often. Note that depending on whether sub-property S p or S is considered, the replacement of other black box states can be crossed or not for the accepting state to be reached. The reachability relations K describe whether allowing the system to reach an outgoing transition of S permits the system also to reach one of its incoming transition (it can be that the transition was not directly reachable before, i.e., it was necessary to cross b). A tuple (δ o , δ i ) is in K if and only if from the outgoing transition δ o it is possible to reach, in the intersection automaton, the incoming transition δ i without traversing a state of the intersection automaton generated from b. Depending on whether sub-property S p or S is considered, the replacement of other boxes can be crossed or not in the path that connects the outgoing transition to the incoming one. Γ M and Γ A ¬φ associate to each reachability entry (δ o , δ i ) in K a T or a F value. G, R, K, Γ M and Γ A ¬φ are described more in detail in the following of this section.
The sub-properties S p and S p associated with the boxes send 1 and send 2 of model M described in Figure 4a and the claim φ, associated with the automaton A φ described in Figure 4b , are presented in Figures 7a and 7b . The sub-properties are surrounded by a dotted border, which contains the name of the box the sub-property refers to. The automaton P, which corresponds to the sub-property S p associated with the box send 1 contains the two states 2 and 6 and the internal transitions 2, 3 and 4. The sub-property S p associated with the box send 1 has the incoming transition 1 and the outgoing transitions 6 and 8. The automaton P, which corresponds to the sub-property S p associated with the box send 2 , contains the two states 3 and 8 and the internal transitions 12, 13 and 15. The sub-property S p associated with the property send 2 has incoming transitions 6, 8 and the outgoing transition 17. The incoming transition 1 of the sub-property S p of associated with box send 1 is in the set G since this transition is reachable from an initial state of the system through a path which does not involve the replacement associated with the box b (graphically, the source/destination of an incoming/outgoing transition is depicted with a cloud which is decorated with a G/R label to indicate that the transition is in the set G/R). The outgoing transitions of the sub-property S p associated with the box send 1 are in the set R since from these transitions it is possible to reach an accepting state through a run which involves the refinement of the box send 2 . Note that since we are considering sub-property S p other boxes can be crossed by the run, i.e., of the box send 2 . Differently, when sub-property S only state of the intersection obtained from regular states of the model can be crossed. The outgoing transition 17 of the sub-property S p of send 2 is in the set R since by executing this transition it is possible to reach an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often. The incoming transitions 6 and 8 of the sub-property S p of the box send 2 are in the set G since these transitions are reachable in the intersection automaton without crossing box send 2 . Note that since we are considering sub-property S p other boxes can be crossed by the run, i.e., of the box send 1 . Differently, when sub-property S only state of the intersection obtained from regular states of the model can be crossed. Finally, the reachability relation K of S p of send 1 (send 2 ) is empty since it is not possible to reach from its outgoing transitions its incoming transitions.
As a replacement, the sub-property S p is associated with the four types of accepting runs identified in Section 1.2.2: finite internal, infinite internal, finite external and infinite external accepting.
Given the cleaned intersection automaton I cl (which contains the behaviors that possibly violate the claim), obtained from the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ between the model M and the automaton A ¬φ , the sub-property identification problem concerns the identification of the subproperties the developer must satisfy in the refinement activity. The sub-property identification procedure works through a set of subsequent steps: automata extraction, computation of the sets G and R and of the reachability relation K.
First, the automata extraction procedure computes the automata associated with the sub-properties and their incoming and outgoing transitions.
Definition 4.3 (Automata extraction).
Given a property φ which is possibly satisfied by the model M, the cleaned intersection automaton I cl obtained from the intersection automaton I = M ∩ A ¬φ , and the constraint C = S, S p associated with the box b, the automaton P associated with the sub-properties S and S p is a BA Σ P , Q P , ∆ P , Q 0 P , F P , such that:
• ∆ P = {(q, a, q ) such that q, q ∈ Q P and (q, a, q ) ∈ ∆ p I cl };
The incoming ∆ inS and outgoing ∆ outS transitions associated with the sub-properties S and S p are defined as: 
end for 16: for ( q, p, x , a, q , p , y ) ∈ ∆ It is important to notice that every word v that is in the finite and infinite abstraction of the intersection automaton is a word associated with a sub-property and vice versa. 
Theorem 4.4 specifies that the words of the finite abstractions of the intersection automaton associated with the box b correspond to the union of the external and internal finite words associated with the sub-property S b (condition 1). Furthermore, the words of the infinite abstractions of the intersection automaton associated with the box b correspond to the union of the external and internal infinite words associated with the sub-property S b (condition 2).
Proof. Let us first consider the statement 1.
(⇐) Let us first consider the case in which v is in the set of finite externally accepted words associated with the sub-property S b , i.e., v ∈ L e * (S b ). We want to construct a run ρ I (i) whose abstraction corresponds to the word v in the intersection automaton. If such run exists we can conclude that v ∈ α * b (I). Thus, we write the word v as ν init ν * ν out . By definition, ν init must be associated to an incoming transition of the sub-property. Thus, it is possible to associate to ρ I (0) and ρ I (1) the states of the intersection associated to the source and the destination of the incoming transition of the sub-property. Then, each state ρ S b (i) of the run that makes the word ν * externally accepted is associated with the corresponding state ρ I (i) of the intersection automaton (which must exist from construction). This implies that the run ρ I (1) satisfies the conditions 1 and 2 of Definition 3.
I by construction, it implies that the run ρ S b is also executable on the automaton I, i.e., condition 3 is satisfied. Furthermore, since by construction and Definition 1.20 
, the source state of the run must be a source of an incoming transition) and ρ S b (|v|) ∈ F out b (i.e., the last state of the run must be the destination of an outgoing transition), conditions 4 and 5 are satisfied. Since we have found a finite abstracted run ρ I (i) associated to v and the box b, we conclude that v ∈ α * b (I). The same approach applies to the case in which v is in the set of finite internally accepted words associated with the sub-property S b , i.e., v ∈ L i * (S b ). The only difference concerns the initial state ρ S b (0), which by Definition 1.20 must be an initial state of the sub-property, i.e., ρ S b (0) is in Q (⇒) The proof is by contradiction. Assume that v ∈ (L e * (S b )∪L i * (S b )) is false and v * ∈ α * b (I) is true. Since v ∈ α * b (I), there exists an infinite possibly accepting run in I and v is an abstraction of the corresponding word which is associated to the box b. Since S b is obtained from the intersection automaton by aggregating the portions of the state space that refer to the box b, it follows that v must be associated with a run that traverses S b (either starting from one of the initial states of S b and reaching one of its outgoing transitions, or starting from an incoming transition of S b and reaching one of its outgoing transitions). This implies that v * ∈ (L e * (S b ) ∪ L i * (S b )) which makes the hypothesis contradicted.
The proof of the statement 2 corresponds to the proof 1 with the exception that it considers infinite words.
The second step of the constraint computation identifies for the sub-properties of each box b the subsets G and R of the incoming and outgoing transitions of its sub-properties. The sets G and R contains different incoming and outgoing transitions depending on whether property S or S p is considered. In the case of S, the set of incoming transitions contained in G contains the incoming transitions reachable in the intersection automaton without crossing states of the intersection obtained from a black box state of the model. In the case of S p , the set of the incoming transitions contained in G contains the incoming transitions reachable in the intersection automaton without crossing states of the intersection obtained from the "only" the box b. Similarly, in the case of S the set of outgoing transitions contained in R contains the outgoing transitions from which it is possible to reach in the intersection automaton an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often without crossing a state of the intersection obtained from a black box state of the model. When S p is considered, the set of outgoing transitions contained in R contains the outgoing transitions from which it is possible to reach in the intersection automaton an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often without crossing a state of the intersection obtained from the box b.
Definition 4.4 (The sets G and R). Given a sub-property S, the sets ∆ inS and ∆ outS of its incoming and outgoing transitions and the intersection automaton I. A transition δ ∈ ∆ inS ∪ ∆ outS obtained from the transition δ = (s, a, s ) of the intersection automaton:
Given a sub-property S p , the sets ∆ inSp and ∆ outSp of its incoming and outgoing transitions and the intersection automaton I. A transition δ ∈ ∆ inSp ∪∆ outSp obtained from the transition δ = (s, a, s ) of the intersection automaton:
Let us first consider the sub-property S. The incoming transitions in the set G are the ones which are reachable from the initial state of the intersection automaton I without passing through mixed states, i.e., the incoming transitions whose reachability does not depend on the replacements of other boxes. The outgoing transitions marked as R are the transitions from which an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often of the intersection automaton I is reachable without passing through mixed states, i.e., the outgoing transitions from which it is possible to reach a state that makes the property violated independently on the replacements of the other boxes. Let us now consider subproperty S p . The incoming transitions in the set G also include transitions reachable from the initial state of the intersection automaton I crossing mixed states which are not obtained from the box b. Indeed, these transitions are reachable by assuming a particular behavior of other boxes present in the model of the system. Similarly, the outgoing transitions in the set R also include transitions from which an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often of the intersection automaton I by crossing states obtained from other black box states of the model. Given the sub-property S, the sets G and R specify that the runs violate the property φ of interest. When the developer designs the replacement of a box b associated to a sub-property S he/she must not design a component that allows S to reach a outgoing port marked as R from an incoming port marked as G. Indeed, in this case, it is providing the system a way to reach from an initial state an accepting state of the intersection automaton which can be entered infinitely often. Similarly, given the sub-property S, the sets G and R specify that the runs that possibly violate the property φ of interest. When the developer designs the replacement of a box b associated to a sub-property S he/she should not design a component that allows S to reach a outgoing port marked as R from an incoming port marked as G. Indeed, in this case, he/she is not directly providing the system a way to reach from an initial 
ForwardΠIdentifier(q 0 , I cl , P R I cl , S);
4:
ForwardΠIdentifier(q 0 , I cl , Q I cl \ Q P , S p ); 5: end for 6: BackwardΠIdentifier(I cl , P R I cl , S);
7:
BackwardΠIdentifier(I cl , Q I cl \ Q P , S p ); 8: end procedure state an accepting state of the intersection automaton which can be entered infinitely often. The presence of this run depends also on the replacements associated with other boxes.
Given a box b, the sets G and R for the sub-properties S and S p can be computed using the procedure described in Algorithm 4. The algorithm works in two steps which identify the incoming (Lines 2-5) and outgoing (Lines 6-7) transitions to be inserted into the sets G and R for each of the sub-properties S and S p . The incoming transitions marked as G (Lines 3-4) are computed through the function ForwardΠIdentifier invoked over two different sets of states. When the incoming transitions of the sub-property S to be marked as G are searched (Line 3), only purely regular states P R I of the automaton I cl are traversed. When the incoming transitions of the sub-property S p are considered (Line 4), all the states of the intersection automaton I cl which are not states Q P of the automaton P associated with the sub-property S p can be explored. The outgoing transitions in the sets R are computed through the function BackwardΠIdentifier. When the outgoing transitions of sub-property S are considered (Line 6), only the purely regular states P R I cl of the automaton I cl can be traversed. When the outgoing transitions of sub-property S p are analyzed (Line 7), all the states of the intersection automaton I cl which are not states of the set Q P of the automaton P associated with the sub-property S p are considered.
Algorithm 5
The procedure to find the incoming transitions to be marked as G and Y . hash(s); 3: for (s, a, s ) ∈ ∆ I cl do ;
4:
if s ∈ Q then 5: if s not hashed then 6: ForwardΠIdentifier(s , I cl , Q, C); end for 12: end procedure
The ForwardΠIdentifier procedure described in Algorithm 5 starts from a state s and searches for runs that involve only states in the set Q (passed as parameter) until an incoming transition of a sub-property S (S p ) is reached. Whenever a state s is visited by the algorithm, it is hashed (Line 2), then, each outgoing transition (s, a, s ) of the state s (Line 3) is analyzed. If the destination state s is in Q (Line 4) and it has not already been hashed (Line 5), then the ForwardΠIdentifier is continued (Line 6). If this is not the case, it means that the state s is the destination of the incoming port (s, a, s ), thus, (s, a, s ) is added into the set R (Line 9) of the sub-property S or S p (depending on the sub-property that is currently analyzed). Proof. It is easy to prove that each state and transition of the cleaned intersection automaton I cl is visited at most once, since it is visited if and only if it has not been hashed before. At each step, a finite and constant number of operations is performed leading the O(|Q I cl | + |∆ I cl |) time complexity.
Algorithm 6
The procedure to find the outgoing transitions to be marked as R and Y . I Q ←abstract(I cl , Q);
SCC ←getNonTrivialSCC(I Q );
4:
next ← {};
5:
for scc ∈ SCC do 6:
next ← next ∪ scc; while next = ∅ do 12: s ← choose(next); 13: visited ← visited ∪ {s}; 14: next ← next \ {s}; 15: for (s , a, s) ∈ ∆ I do end while 25: end procedure The BackwardΠIdentifier procedure is described in algorithm 6. The algorithm first looks for the non trivial strongly connected components that involve only states which are in the set Q (passed as parameter). To this purpose the algorithm constructs a version I Q of I cl that contains only the states of I cl that belongs to Q (Line 2). Note that, depending on whether the sub-property S or S p is considered, the states mixed states of the intersection automaton or the states of the automaton not in Q P are contained in Q. Then, the non trivial strongly connected components of I Q are identified (Line 3). The set next is initialized to contain all the strongly connected components that contains at least a state which is accepting (Lines 4-9) .
Then, the state space of I is explored to compute the outgoing transitions from which it is possible to reach one of the states in the set next. The set visited (Line 10) is used to keep track of the already visited states of I. The algorithm iteratively chooses a state s in the set next (Lines 11,12), which is removed from next (Line 14) and added to the set of visited states (Line 13). For each incoming transition (s , a, s) ∈ ∆ I of s (Line 15), if the state s is a state of the sub-property (Line 16) the corresponding transition is added into the set R of the sub-property passed as parameter (Line 17).
Otherwise, if the purely regular state s has not already been visited (Line 19) it is added to the set next of states to be considered next (Line 20). Proof. The algorithm first extracts a version I Q of the intersection automaton which contains only the states in Q (Line 2). This can be done by exploring the state space of the intersection automaton I cl and isolating the portions of the state space of interest. Then (Line 3), the list of non trivial strongly connected components SCC is isolated. This can be performed in time O(|Q I cl | + |∆ I cl |), for example by using the well known Tarjan's Algorithm [9] . The only states added to the set next are the states that belong to a strongly connected component which contains at least one accepting state (Lines 5-8). Starting from these states, the backward search is performed (Lines 11-24). This search visits each state and transition at most once. Thus, the BackwardΠIdentifier algorithm cab be performed in time O(|Q I cl | + |∆ I cl |).
The last step of the sub-property identification procedure concerns the computation of the reachability relation K. The reachability relation specifies how the presence of a run that traverses a sub-property influences the reachability of another run that traverses the sub-property itself. Imagine for example that the high level model of the system is the one presented in Figure 8 . Differently from the model presented in Figure 1 , in this case, the box send 2 is not contained in the IBA and send 1 can be left also through a transition that moves the system into the state q 4 . Whenever the system reaches the state q 4 , a timer is started. The transition 7 is fired whenever the timer_ack proposition is true, i.e., the system is notified that the time has been elapsed. The developer can now choose to propose a replacement for the box send 1 that behaves as follows. Whenever the replacement is entered through the transition 1, a sending activity is performed. If the sending activity succeeds, the transition 3 is fired, otherwise, the transition 6 which activates the timer is performed. If, instead, the replacement is entered through the transition 7 and the send activity fails, the transition 2 is fired. Imagine that one of the properties of the system specifies that only one sending message activity must be performed by the system. The developer must know that if a send activity is performed on a run that connects 1 to 6, this activity cannot be replicated in the run that connects 7 to 2 and vice versa. This is exactly the purpose of the reachability relation which specifies how the internal runs of a sub-property influence each others.
The reachability relation is computed by abstracting the portion of the state space that connects the two runs of the sub-property S (S p ) in the intersection automaton. It specifies if from an outgoing transition δ out ∈ ∆ outS of the sub-property it is possible to reach its incoming transition δ in ∈ ∆ inS . Two versions of the reachability relation are computed depending on whether sub-property S or S p is considered. In the first case, states of the intersection automaton obtained from other boxes can not be crossed, i.e., the replacements of other boxes do not allow reaching their outgoing transitions. In the second case, all the states of the intersection automaton which are not obtained from the box b can be traversed. The reachability relation will be graphically specified through directed dotted edges which connects the outgoing transitions of the sub-property with the corresponding incoming transitions. 
In other words, the reachability relation specifies how outgoing and incoming transitions of the sub-property are connected in the intersection automaton.
Proposition 4.1. In the worst case, the reachability relation K for the sub-property S contains |∆ outS | · |∆ inS | elements.
When the sub-property S p which refer to a black box state b is considered, an incoming and outgoing transition are in K if and only if there exists a run between them that potentially involves also mixed states of the intersection automaton which are not obtained from b, i.e., any state in
Definition 4.6 (Reachability relation for the sub-property S p ). Given a sub-property S p associated to the intersection automaton I and the set of its incoming ∆ inS and outgoing transitions ∆ outS , the reachability relation K = ∆ outS × ∆ inS is a relation such that, given an outgoing transition δ o obtained from the transition δ o = (s, a, s ) of I and an incoming transition δ i obtained from the incoming transition δ i = (s , a, s ), (δ o , δ i ) ∈ ℵ if and only if one of the following is satisfied:
2. there exist an accepting run ρ ω and two indexes i, j ≥ 0, such that s = ρ ω (i) and s = ρ ω (j) and for all k such that j ≥ k ≥ i, ρ ω (k) ∈ Q P . Proposition 4.2. In the worst case, the reachability relation K for the sub-property S p contains |∆ outS | · |∆ inS | elements.
The procedure used to compute the reachability relation for S and S p is described in Algorithm 7, where ∆ S and ∆ inS are the outgoing and incoming transitions of the sub-property S (S p ) to be considered, I cl is the intersection automaton, Q is the set of the states to be considered in the computation of the reachability relation and K contains the reachability relation. When sub-property S is considered, the set Q contains all the purely regular states of the intersection automaton. Instead, when sub-property S p is analyzed, the set Q contains all the states of the intersection automaton with the exception of the states in Q P . The procedure described in Algorithm 7 first computes an abstraction of the state space which only contains the states in the set Q (Line 2). Then (Line 3), for every pair of states (s, s ), the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [4] is used to compute if s is reachable from s. Then, each transition δ o = (s, a, s ) (Line 4) and δ i = (s , a, s ) (Line 5) of the intersection automaton from which an outgoing δ o and an incoming transition δ i are analyzed. If it is possible to reach s from s (Line 6), it means that there exists a run which contains only states in Q which allows to reach (s , a, s ) from (s, a, s ). Thus, the pair δ o , δ i is added to the reachability relation K (Line 7).
Algorithm 7
The procedure to compute the reachability relation.
I Q ←abstract(I cl , Q);
Rec ← FloydWarshall(I Q );
end if
end for 10:
end for 11: end procedure Theorem 4.7 (ReachabilityRelationIdentifier correctness). The procedure described in Algorithm 7 is correct.
Proof. Let us first consider the case in which the sub-property S is considered. It is necessary to prove that (δ o , δ i ) ∈ K if and only if one of the conditions 1 or 2 of Definition 4.5 is satisfied.
(⇐) If δ o is equal to δ i (condition 1), (δ o , δ i ) is added in the reachability relation K in Line 7 since the condition in Line 6 is satisfied. If instead there exists a run, which contains only purely regular states, that connects the state s to the state s (condition 2), the tuple (s , s ) is added to the relation Rec returned by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, which makes the condition in Line 6 satisfied and implies that (δ o , δ i ) is added to the reachability relation K.
(⇒) If a tuple (δ o , δ i ) belongs to K, the procedure described in Algorithm 7 has added it to the lower reachability relation. To be added to this relation two cases are possible: a) the first clause of condition specified in Line 6 is triggered. Since (s , s ) is in Rec it must exists a run made by states contained in the set Q which allow to reach s from s which implies that the condition 1 is satisfied; b) the second clause of the condition specified in Line 6 is satisfied. In this case δ o is equal to δ i which makes the condition 2 satisfied.
The same approach can be used to demonstrate that the procedure is correct when the subproperty S p is considered. Together with the reachability relation the functions Γ M and Γ A ¬φ are computed both in the case of sub-property S and S p . For each tuple (δ i , δ o ) ∈ K these functions specify whether there exists a run that connect the outgoing and the incoming transitions that contains an intersection state made by an accepting state of the model (Γ M ) and an intersection state made by an accepting state of the property (Γ A ¬φ ), respectively. These functions specify the developer whether the presence of an accepting state in the replacement may lead to a violating run in the cases in which fairness conditions are considered.
A constraint C for a black box state b is a tuple S, S p which contains the sub-properties obtained as previously described. Furthermore, a variable Y is associated with the value T if there exists in the intersection automaton I Υ a possible violating run which does not involve any state of the intersection automaton generated by the box b ∈ B M , F otherwise. 
The value of the function Y can be computed by running the emptiness checking procedure on the automaton I cl by removing the portion of the state space containing states obtained from the box b of the model.
Replacement checking
At each refinement round i ∈ RR, the developer produces a replacement R b for a box b and wants to check if φ is satisfied by the new design. Two procedures can be employed. The refinement checking procedure generates the refinement N as specified in Definition 1.22 and checks N against φ. Roughly speaking, this means that the system would be verified from scratch at each refinement round. The replacement checking considers R b against the previously generated constraint C. In this case, the replacement is verified autonomously.
The refinement checking problem can be formulated as follows: For example, assume that the box send 1 of the model M, presented in Figure 1 , is refined using the replacement R described in Figure 9a . The replacement R, after it is entered through the incoming transition labeled with start, reaches the state q 14 . Then, the message is sent and the system moves from q 14 to q 15 . After the sending activity, the system waits for a notification by moving to the state q 16 . The state q 16 is a box, meaning that it still has to be refined. When the replacement of q 16 is left, two cases are possible: a timeout event occurs and the system moves to the state q 17 or an ack message is received which makes the system moving to q 18 . In the first case, the replacement is left through the transition labeled with f ail which moves the system to the state Figure 1 and the refinement N obtained by plugging the replacement R into the model M. send 2 . In the second, the replacement is left through the transition labeled with ok which moves the system to the state q 3 . The replacement checking problem is the problem of verifying whether the refined model N (the initial model M plus the replacement of the box) satisfies the original property φ. The refined model N is described in Figure 9b .
Whenever a replacement for a black box state b is proposed, the idea is to not consider all the model from scratch, by generating its refinement N , but to only consider the replacement R b against the previously generated constraint C. For example, the replacement of the box send 1 can be considered in relation to the sub-property S specified in Figure 7a . The sub-property specifies that any finite path that crosses the box send 1 , entering the box by means of the incoming transition 1 (which arrives from the state q 1 ) and leaving the replacement through a transition marked with f ail (which reaches the state send 2 ) is a possibly violating run. The run is possibly violating since if we do not satisfy the constraint we cannot claim that the property is not satisfied, since the violation depends on the replacement proposed for the other boxes. Similarly, the possibly violating runs also include any finite run entering from the transition which arrives from the state q 1 in which a send is not followed by a success before leaving the replacement through a transition marked with f ail and with destination the state send 2 .
Checking whether a replacement satisfies a sub-property can be reduced to two emptiness checking problems. The first emptiness checking procedure considers an automaton which encodes the set of behaviors the system is going to exhibit at run-time (an under approximation), and checks whether the property φ is violated. The second analyzes an automaton which also contains the behaviors the system may exhibit (an over approximation). The under and the over approximation automaton are generated starting from a common intersection automaton. Section 5.1 describes the intersection between a replacement and the corresponding sub-property and how the under and the over approximation are obtained from this intersection. Section 5.2 presents the replacement checking procedure. 
Intersection between a sub-property and replacement
The basic version of the intersection automaton between a replacement R and the sub-property S of the box b, from which the under and over approximation are computed, is described in Definition 5.2. 
• E is the intersection automaton. E is obtained as specified in Definition 3.1, considering T and P as model and claim, respectively;
• ∆ inE = {(q, a, q , p, x ) | (q, a, q ) ∈ ∆ inR , (q, a, p) ∈ ∆ inS and x ∈ {0, 1, 2}};
• ∆ outE = {( q , p, x , a, q) | (q , a, q) ∈ ∆ outR , (p, a, q) ∈ ∆ outS and x ∈ {0, 1, 2}};
• G ⊆ ∆ inE contains the transitions of ∆ inE obtained from a G transition of S;
• R ⊆ ∆ outE contains the transitions of ∆ outE obtained from a R transition of S.
Informally, the intersection between a replacement R and the sub-property S is an automaton which is obtained by the intersection of the automata associated with R and S and a set of incoming and outgoing transitions that corresponds to the synchronous execution of the incoming/outgoing transitions of R and S. For example, the intersection between the replacement R described in Figure 9a and the corresponding sub-property presented in Figure 7a is presented in Figure 10 5 . The set G (R) contains the incoming (outgoing) transitions of the intersection obtained from a G (R) incoming (outgoing) transition of the sub-property S.
We define as E c the intersection obtained considering the completeness T c of automaton associated with the replacement R. The intersection between the sub-property S = P, ∆ inS , ∆ outS , G, R, K associated to the box b and the replacement R = T , ∆ inR , ∆ outR has the same structure of a replacement (Defined in 1.17) , i.e., it contains an automata and a set of incoming and outgoing transitions, and it can be associated with finite internal, infinite internal, finite external and infinite external accepting runs as defined in Section 1.2.2.
Lemma 5.1 (Finite internal intersection language). The intersection automaton I = R ∩ S between the replacement R and the sub-property S recognizes the finite internal language
Proof. (⇒) If a finite word v ∈ L i * (I), it must exists a finite internal run ρ in the intersection automaton I where the initial state is an initial state of the intersection automaton and the final state is the destination of the outgoing transitions of I. Since ρ(0) must be an initial state of the intersection automaton, it must be obtained from an initial state of the automaton R associated with the replacement of the black box b. Let us identify with ρ R (0) the state of the replacement R from which ρ(0) is obtained. For each i, such that 0 ≤ i < |ρ|, for each transition (ρ(i), a, ρ(i + 1)) that moves the system from the state ρ(i) to the state ρ(i+1), it must exist a transition (ρ R (i), a, ρ R (i+1)) in the automaton R, which corresponds to the replacement of the box b, or ρ R (i) = ρ R (i + 1) and ρ R (i) is a box of the replacement of b 6 . Since the last state of the run ρ(|v|) is the destination of an outgoing transition of I, and the outgoing transitions of the intersection are obtained by synchronously executing transitions of the replacement and the sub-property, the transition must also be outgoing for the replacement. This implies that ρ R (i) is a finite internal run (accepting or possibly accepting depending on the presence of boxes) for the replacement R. The same reasoning can be applied to demonstrate that v is contained in the language L * (S).
, it must exist a finite run ρ R in the replacement and in the sub-property ρ S associated with v. Given the initial states ρ R (0) and ρ S (0) of the model and the claim, respectively, from which the initial state of the run is obtained, it must exist by construction a state s in the intersection automaton I which is obtained by combining these two states. This state by construction is also initial for the intersection automaton. Let us identify with ρ I the run that starts from this state. For each 0 < i < |v| − 1, ρ I (i + 1) is associated to the state of the intersection automaton obtained by combining ρ R (i + 1) and ρ S (i + 1). Note that if ρ R (i) and ρ S (i) are connected to ρ R (i + 1) and ρ S (i + 1) with a transition labeled with v i , or ρ S (i) is connected to ρ S (i + 1) and ρ R (i) is a box, then ρ I (i) and ρ I (i + 1) are connected by a transition labeled with v i by construction. Finally, the states ρ R (|v|) and ρ S (|v|) are the destinations of the outgoing transitions of R and S by construction. Indeed, it must exist an outgoing transition of the intersection automaton that corresponds to the synchronous execution of the outgoing transitions of R and S. Thus, the run ρ I is a finite accepting run for the intersection automaton and v ∈ L i * (I) that contradicts the hypothesis. 
Lemma 5.3 (Infinite internal intersection language).
The intersection automaton I = R ∩ S between the replacement R and the sub-property S recognizes the infinite internal language
Lemma 5.4 (Infinite external intersection language). The intersection automaton I = R ∩ S between the replacement R and the sub-property S recognizes the infinite external language
Proof. The under approximation automaton is used by an emptiness checking procedure to verify whether the claim is not satisfied, i.e., it encodes the behaviors that violate the property of interest. The automaton is computed exploiting the information contained in the sub-property S.
Definition 5.3 (Under approximation automaton). Given the sub-property S = P, ∆ inS , ∆ outS , G, R, K, Γ M , Γ A ¬φ associated to the box b, the replacement R = T , ∆ inR , ∆ outR , two additional automata states g and r, the under approximation automaton U is the automaton obtained from E c as follows:
Moreover, the values x and y associated with δ o = (q, a, q ), and δ i = (q , b, q ) must satisfy the following conditions:
• F U = F U ∪ {r}.
The completion of the extended intersection automaton contains all the behaviors of the intersection automaton that violate the claim φ plus additional transitions which specify how these behaviors are related to each others. The state g is used as a placeholder to represent the initial states of the system and the transitions in ∆ in U specify how the states of the intersection are reachable from the initial states. Similarly, the state r and the transition in ∆ stut U are used as placeholders for a suffix of a run that does not involve the replacement of boxes and violates the claim. The transitions in ∆ out U specify how it is possible to reach these violating runs from the intersection between the sub-property and the refinement. Finally, the transitions in ∆ K U specify how the violating behaviors of the intersection automaton between the replacement and the sub-property (which are portions of the intersection automaton between the refinement and the property) influence each other. Note that, as done in the computation of the classical intersection automaton, it is necessary to compute the value of y in the intersection state q , p , y . The value of y depends on the presence of accepting states of the refinement and the property over the runs made by purely regular states that connect the outgoing to the incoming transitions of the replacement, i.e., on the functions Γ M , Γ A ¬φ . More precisely, y is identified as follows: whenever there exists both an accepting state of the model and of the claim in the original intersection automaton in a run made by purely regular states that connects the outgoing transition δ o and the incoming transition δ i , the value of y is 2 to force the presence of an accepting state in the run. Similarly, if the value of x is equal to 1 and there exists a run in the intersection automaton that connects δ o to δ i which traverses an accepting state of A ¬φ , the value of y is set to 2 to force the presence of an accepting state in the run. Finally, y = 2 also if the value of x is equal to 0 there exists a run in the intersection automaton that connects δ o to δ i which traverses an accepting state of the model M and the destination state is accepting for the sub-property. Otherwise, if the value of x is equal to 0 and there exists a run in the intersection automaton that connects δ o to δ i which traverses an accepting state of the model M or the destination state is an accepting state of the replacement R then y = 1. If x = 2, then y = 0. In the other cases y = x. Figure 11 : The under approximation of the intersection described in Figure 10 .
For example, the under approximation of the intersection automaton described in Figure 10 is presented in Figure 11 . Note that, the reachability relation does not cause the injection of any transition in the intersection automaton. Furthermore, the accepting state marked with r is not reachable.
The over approximation of the intersection automaton is similar to the under approximation, but the sub-property S p is considered in its computation. This because the over approximation is the automaton to be used by the emptiness checking procedure to verify the existence of possibly accepting behaviors. Figure 12 : The over approximation of the intersection automaton described in Figure 10 .
The over approximation automaton contains all the behaviors of the intersection automaton that violate and possibly violate the claim φ, and includes all the runs that connect an incoming transition marked as G with an outgoing marked as R. These runs may include transitions of the intersection automaton (which can be also generated by other boxes of the model), or transitions of the reachability graph, which are used to abstract runs of the intersection between M and A ¬φ made by only purely regular and mixed states.
A portion of the over approximation of the intersection automaton described in Figure 10 is presented in Figure 12 . Note that, the state r describes the presence of a suffix of a possibly violating behavior reachable in the intersection automaton.
The model checking procedure
The replacement checking procedure, given the constraint C and a replacement R, checks whether R definitely satisfies, possibly satisfies or does not satisfy C. The replacement R does not satisfy the constraint C if and only if the under approximation of the intersection automaton obtained considering the sub-property S associated to the box b and the replacement R is not empty. The replacement R possibly satisfies the constraint C if and only if the over approximation of the intersection automaton is not empty or Y = T , otherwise, the constraint is satisfied. Formally, Definition 5.5 (Replacement checking). Given the constraint C = S, S p associated to the box b, and the replacement R = T , ∆ inR , ∆ outR ,
where U and O are the automata obtained as specified in Definitions 5.3 and 5. 4 .
The idea behind the model checking procedure proposed in this section is to reduce the model checking problem to a cycle detection problem. A similar idea has been used, for example, in the model checking of Hierarchical Kripke Structures [1] . To demonstrate the correctness of our definition, we prove that checking a replacement R versus its constraint C corresponds to checking the refined automaton N against the property φ. is obtained by combining an initial state p of the automaton P of the sub-property S and an initial state q of the replacement R. Note that the initial state p of the sub-property was obtained by combining an initial state p of the property A ¬φ with a state q of M which must be both initials. Furthemore, q must be a box from construction (see Definitions 3.1 and 4.3) . Since the refinement N contains all the states of the replacement R, and an initial state of R is also initial for N , it is possible to associate to ρ ω I (0) the state q , p, 0 of I. b) ρ ω U (0) corresponds to the state g. Consider a transition δ ∈ ∆ in U that starts from the g state. The transition δ is obtained by combining a transition δ inR ∈ ∆ inR with a transition δ inS ∈ ∆ inS , which is in turn obtained by combining a transition δ M ∈ ∆ M and a transition δ A ¬φ ∈ ∆ A ¬φ . Let us consider the source states q M and p M of the transitions δ M and δ A ¬φ it is possible to replicate the run that reaches these states in the intersection automaton I since by definition plugging a replacement (Definition 1.22) does not modify behaviors in which only regular states are involved. Furthermore, the transition obtained from δ inR and δ inS can be associated with the transition of the intersection automaton obtained combining δ inR and δ A ¬φ . Let us now consider the other states of the run. Each state of the under approximation automaton can be rewritten as q R , b, p, x , y since it is obtained by combining a state of the sub-property, which has the form b, p, x , with a state q R of the replacement. Each of these states can be associated with the state q R , p, y of the intersection between the replacement and the sub-property. Similarly, each transition δ I ∈ ∆ I of the intersection between the replacement and the sub-property is obtained by firing a transition of the replacement and an internal transition of the sub-property which corresponds to a transition of the original property, i.e., in ∆ A ¬φ , and a transition of the replacement, i.e., in ∆ T . Thus, the same transition can be identified in the intersection automaton obtained considering N and A ¬φ . Let us finally consider a transition (ρ U (i), a, ρ U (i + 1)) ∈ (∆ K U ∪ ∆ stut U ) from construction (see Definitions 4.5) it must exists a sequence of transitions in the automaton I obtained from N and A ¬φ that connects only purely regular states and reach an accepting state that can be entered infinitely often and corresponds to this transition.
(⇐) The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume that R C = F and N A ¬φ = F . Since N A ¬φ = F , it must exist a word v accepted by the automaton I obtained from N and A ¬φ . Since this run must be accepting, it must involve only purely regular states of I. However, since v was not accepted by the intersection obtained from M and A ¬φ , some of these states must obviously be obtained by combining states of R and of A ¬φ . This implies the presence of an accepting run in the automaton U, which may connect the state "g" with the state "r" or another accepting state of U that can be entered infinitely often. Thus, R C = F is contradicted. Let us now consider Condition 2 of Theorem 5.1. The proof corresponds to the one proposed for 1, but, in this case, sub-property S p is considered. Furthermore, if the flag Y = T , the sub-property is possible satisfied. Indeed, in this case, there exists a possibly accepting run in the intersection between the model M and the property A ¬φ that does not depend on the refinement of b. Thus, φ is possibly satisfied since the same run will be present in the intersection between N and the property A ¬φ .
The proof of condition 3 of Theorem 5.1 follows from the proofs of conditions 1 and 2. Proof. The size of the automata described in Theorem 5.2 is justified by the following statements. The size of the automaton obtained by considering the automaton M associated with the replacement R of the box b and the automaton P associated with the sub-property S contains in the worst case |Q R | · |Q P | states and |∆ R | · |∆ P | transitions. This automaton can be reached through a set of transitions which are obtained by the synchronous execution of an incoming transition of the replacement and the sub-property, leading in the worst case to |∆ inR | · |∆ inS | transitions. Similarly, the automaton can be left through a set of transitions obtained by the synchronous execution of an outgoing transition of the replacement and of the sub-property generating in the worst case |∆ outR | · |∆ outS | transitions. Finally, each pair outgoing/incoming transition contained in the reachability relation of the sub-property can be synchronized with every pair outgoing/incoming transition of the replacement, leading to (|∆ outS | · |∆ inS |) · (|∆ outR | · |∆ inR |)) transitions.
